Our work has involved extending the meta-reasoning capabilities of the Active Logic inference engine (ALMA) to be able to represent a variety of types of contradiction and positive and negative introspection. This involved both theoretical and implementational effort. In particular, we developed techniques for representing, recognizing, and repairing mistakes that arise in the form of contradictions in the evolving belief set of an agent. This had two aspects: general (commonsense) reasoning, and reasoning attendant to natural-language dialogue. This work led to a number of other publications (see below), including a PhD dissertation completed in 2001.
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OBJECTIVES:

As our principal research objective, we intend to isolate, formalize, implement, and test effective means for detecting and repairing contradictory information within intelligent reasoning systems in real-time. The active logic approach, developed in prior work, provides a framework in which contradictions in the system's knowledge base will not inhibit the system from performing meaningful inference. We intend to augment the basic framework with specific techniques for successfully recognizing and adjudicating these contradictions as they arise. We will implement and test the contradiction handling mechanisms within an automated reasoning system, and finally we will apply these means to solving problems in two test domains: real-time planning and execution, and human-computer dialogue interaction.

STATUS OF EFFORT:

See Accomplishments, below. The grant period ended December, 2002.

SUMMARY:
Our work has involved extending the meta-reasoning capabilities of the Active Logic inference engine (ALMA) to be able to represent a variety of types of contradiction and positive and negative introspection. This involved both theoretical and implementational effort. In particular, we developed techniques for representing, recognizing, and repairing mistakes that arise in the form of contradictions in the evolving belief set of an agent. This had two aspects: general (commonsense) reasoning, and reasoning attendant to natural-language dialogue. This work led to a number of other publications (see below), including a PhD dissertation completed in 2001.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS:

1. We extended our formal techniques for representing the reasoning of multiple agents, to allow for intentions. In this work, we viewed the reasoning of agents as ongoing processes rather than as fixed sets of conclusions. Our approach utilizes a strongly sorted calculus, distinguishing the application language, time, and various syntactic sorts. We have established soundness and completeness results corresponding to various families of agents. This allows for useful and intuitively natural characterizations of such agents' reasoning abilities. We discuss and contrast consistency issues as in the work of Montague and Thomason. We also showed how to represent the concept of focus of attention in this framework. This work was published in Autonomous Agents and Multi-Agent Systems.

The major examples we use to illustrate the use of this framework are (i) preparing to make a phone call, and (ii) planning to get to the airport. These examples can also be viewed as deadline problems, which makes them especially relevant to real-world settings.

Suppose that an agent B is in Israel and wants to phone Jack. B knows Jack's local phone number, but not Jack's country code and region (area) code. B also knows that there is an agent C that knows country codes and an agent A that knows area codes. Hence B asks agent C for Jack's country code and agent A for Jack's area code.
Agent C knows the country codes of various people and has general knowledge about country codes. In particular, agent C knows that Jack and Jill live in the same country, that Jill lives in the USA, and that the USA country code is 1.

We showed that in our formalism, we can establish conditions under which it is possible to prove that agent B will, be able to ascertain that, with the help of agents A and C, it is possible to determine Jack's phone number. While this result seems intuitively obvious, it in fact depends on knowledge, by B, of rather complex interactions between the three agents and especially their states of knowledge. This is particularly so when the inferences are defaults, i.e., when they are based on plausible but possibly false assumptions.

2. We have prepared a draft ALMA User's Manual.

   Khemdut Purang, "'Systems that Detect and Repair their own Mistakes'", University of Maryland 2001.

Making mistakes is an inescapable aspect of everyday life. We constantly make mistakes, recognize them and try to correct them. Mistakes are inevitable because of the incompleteness of our knowledge of the world, its inherent uncertainty and its being in a constant state of change. We can never know for sure that what we know is true and the actions that we take based on these beliefs can therefore be misguided. Sooner or later we act based on some false belief or the world changes in an unexpected way and we fail to achieve our goal. But the fact that we can recognize and repair these errors mitigates their effects. Software systems face the same problems. The difference is that they do not usually have as robust a capability as we have to detect and respond to their mistakes. This is part of what makes them seem brittle and user-unfriendly. This problem is not likely to get any better as the systems exhibit more complex behaviors in more realistic domains. Our work begins to address that problem by focusing on the computational capabilities required of
software systems for them to be able to autonomously recognize and respond to their own mistakes. We study in particular, mistaken beliefs, intentions and actions in agents that have some goals to achieve. Intuitively enough, the basic capabilities required are an ability to inspect their past behavior and computations and the past states of the world and to use that to determine their future behavior. These abilities are not typically available in software systems. We have implemented a general logical framework in which one can specify the behavior of an agent that supports this kind of representation and computation. We have implemented agents that detect and respond appropriately to their mistakes in some aspects of language processing. We have also implemented a system that handles its mistaken beliefs in any domain that can be described using the language of non-monotonic logic. This system was tested on a test suite that we compiled from examples of non-monotonic reasoning in the literature. We finally provide a design of the representations and algorithms for handling mistakes in an agent that acts in the world and has mistaken beliefs, intentions and actions. Implementing such an agent is the next step in this work.

4. We designed and implemented extensions of the existing active logic engine and dialogue manager, to be able to engage in a variety of action directive subdialogues, which include:
(a) a request for action performance by the user
(b) performance of an action by the system
(c) feedback ("followup") from the user (which might be positive indicating acceptance of the action, or negative, possibly coupled with a replacement action).

We also designed a more powerful architecture that will allow us to process new words and phrases and implicit and explicit quotation, in order to adapt to a variety of users and contexts. As a result, users will be able to instruct the system in exchanges such as:
(d) I use "transportation" to refer to any vehicle, not just a car.
(e) Peking is the old name for Beijing.
5. We installed the JESS programming system from SANDIA National Laboratories, and have begun work on a new version of ALMA in JESS, which will be web-accessible.

6. We performed a new study, combining metareasoning and learning modules, so that as learning proceeds, the metareasoner can monitor its progress and offer guidance. We implemented a simple version of this, for a simulated robot navigating a maze, with overall speed as the target variable to maximize. Whenever the robot bumps a wall, the metareasoner issues a command to the learner, to retrain. After many trials, the robot’s navigational behavior improves so that it no longer bumps walls. While learned behavior is a well-studied topic, its guidance by a reasoning module is new, and our planned further work should show that it has considerable power over traditional methods. This work was done using the JESS system for the reasoning component.
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